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Modelled Flow Animations 
Four animation videos are presented (alongside this document) that show flow simulations for the 
circular flow cell design at flow rates of 0.1, 1.75, 5.0 & 7.5 mL/min (Videos SV1– 4), taken as a 
plan-view through the mid-plane of the flow cell. Flow cell dimensions on each video are shown in 
mm. These videos directly supplement Figure 5(A) of the main paper which presented snapshot images 
after five flow cell volume changes for the same flow conditions. The response of the circular flow cell 
at the four selected flow rates is presented in Figure 1(A). 
Video Details 
Video SV1 Flow simulation animation for circular flow cell design at a flow rate of 0.1 mL/min. 
Animation is based upon numerical solutions at 1s intervals and an output rate of 15 frames per 
second. Video length is 33.3 s. 
Video SV2 Flow simulation animation for circular flow cell design at a flow rate of 1.75 mL/min. 
Animation is based upon numerical solutions at 1s intervals and an output rate of 15 frames per 
second. Video length is 13.3 s. 
Video SV3 Flow simulation animation for circular flow cell design at a flow rate of 5 mL/min. 
Animation is based upon numerical solutions at 1s intervals and an output rate of 15 frames per 
second. Video length is 6.7 s. 
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Video SV4 Flow simulation animation for circular flow cell design at a flow rate of 7.5 mL/min. 
Animation is based upon numerical solutions at 1s intervals and an output rate of 15 frames per 
second. Video length is 6.7 s. Flow cell dimensions are shown in mm. 
Figure S1. Computational results showing response of flow cell to injection of analyte 
(scaled between 0—no analyte and 1—analyte concentration within cell equal to that of 
injected fluid) for circular cell at four selected flow rates. 
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